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SO YOU CHOSE TO
RELEASE THE FILES?
- Within an hour global news outlets are
exposing the plans to deploy Unicorn in the UK
- Your facial images are found on CCTV and
released to the press
- Within 24 hours Commander Harris resigns. A
public statement is made denying any official
knowledge of illegal testing in Blackpool,
Clacton, Merthyr and Paisley.
- You are interviewed live on BBC World News
as a political storm rages about the
government's alleged illegal involvement in
data harvesting.
- Civil liberties organisations champion your
case and lobby against government interference
in online activities. Public opinion shifts
towards a hands-off approach.
- 1 Year Later: An uprising in Eastern Europe is
claimed to have been caused by a prominent
political party using a version of Unicorn to
incite hatred amongst far right groups. 127
people are killed.
- 3 Years Later: As online political
radicalisation escalates, an epidemic of attacks
on public figures and institutions force the UK
government to declare a state of virtual
emergency and take direct control of all online
activity.
- Agent Zee is exposed as a double agent
working for hostile foreign interests. She
denies all charges.
- Emma's whereabouts are still unknown.
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A NEW
DARK AGE
What is common to the Brexit campaign, the US
election, and the disturbing depths of YouTube is
that, despite multiple suspicions, it is ultimately
impossible to tell who is doing what, or what their
motives are. Watching endless streaming videos,
scrolling through walls of status updates and tweets,
it's futile to discern between what is algorithmically
generated or carefully crafted fake news for
generating ad dollars, what is paranoid fiction, state
action propaganda, or spam: what is deliberate
misinformation or well-meaning fact check. This
certainly serves the manipulations of state actors
and criminals alike, but it's also broader and deeper
than any one group: it is how the world actually is.
Nobody decided this is how the world should evolve
- nobody wanted the new dark age - but we built it
anyway, and now we are going to have to live with
it.
James Bridle
New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future
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